Holly & Jolly Cards
Make 10 beautiful but easy cards in just a few hours without using a stamp!

Supplies:
#119249 Holly & Jolly rub-ons
#119685 Cherry Cobbler 8 ½ X 11”
#101650 Very Vanilla 8 ½ X 11” card stock
#100702 Old Olive 8 ½ X 11” card stock
#117159 Jolly Holiday Designer Series paper
#109071 Very Vanilla 3/8” taffeta ribbon
#120992 Cherry Cobbler seam binding
#119246 Rhinestones jewels
Dimensionals, adhesive, Mini glue dots
Assorted punches
Paper cutter

Basic Directions:
1. I cut one or two 2” X 12” strips from three different sheets of the 12” Jolly Holiday
designer series paper first. Depending on the card I was working on at the time, I
cut it at either 5 ¼” or 4” lengths. See the directions for each card below.
2. Next cut 2 sheets of Old Olive card stock in half. This gives you four A2 sized
cards – these are 4 ¼ X 5 ½” when folded.
3. Cut 2 sheets of Cherry Cobbler card stock in half.
4. Cut one sheet of Very Vanilla card stock in half. These are your 10 card bases.
5. You’ll use other pieces of each of these colors of card stock for borders, a few
layers & punched pieces.

On these cards I just added a 4” X 2” strip of dsp on the right side & then tree rub-ons
on the bottom of each card.
The ‘merry & bright’ is a rub on that I applied on any color of card stock & punched out
using the 1 3/8” circle punch. It’s then attached to an Old Olive 1 ¾” scallop circle &
adhered with a dimensional/pop-up to the cards.
The card on the right has a Cherry Cobbler bow on it.
Rhinestones are applied to either the ‘bright’ word or a tree rub-on.

The card on the left has a layer of Very Vanilla behind the Designer series paper. I used the
Scallop edge punch on the top edge. It measures approximately 2 3/8” high before punching &
4 1/8” wide.
The card on the right has two separate Vanilla strips – a narrow strip on the top & Scallop edge
border on the bottom.
The wide oval rub-on tag on the right card is layered on a Cherry Cobbler Decorative Label
punched piece & then popped up with dimensionals.

The card on the left has a 2” X 5 ¼” strip of Designer series paper. It is wrapped on the right
edge with the Cherry Cobbler ribbon. The ‘happiest holidays’ rub on is on a Vanilla oval & then
layered on a Cherry Cobbler scallop oval & then onto a Vanilla wide oval piece. The Cherry
Cobbler bow is adhered with a mini glue dot.
The card on the right has a 2” X 4” strip of dsp with a Cherry cobbler scallop edge border.
The tag is a rub-on adhered to a Cherry Cobbler 1” circle punch, add a dimensional, then a 1
¼” Olive circle, then a 1 3/8” Vanilla circle & finally a Cherry Cobbler Scallop circle punched
piece.

The card on the left has a 2” X 5 ¼” strip of dsp. It’s wrapped with Cherry Cobbler seam
binding before adhering to the folded Vanilla card. Add the dotted Olive rub-ons above that.
The merry & bright rub on is punched out with a 1 ¼” circle punch, then adhered to a 1 3/8”
Olive circle, then to a 1 ¾” scallop circle punch & finally to a 2 3/8” scallop circle.
The card on the right has a 2” X 4” strip of dsp with a Scallop edge border of Old Olive cs.
The trees, circles & ‘believe’ word are all rub-ons.

Both cards here have a 2” X 5 ¼” strip of striped Designer Series paper on the left side by the
card fold.
The left card has a strip of Vanilla taffeta ribbon wrapped around the right edge before
adhering to the main card.
The ‘joy’ is a rub-on & is punched out with the Decorative Label punch. I punched out two
more Decorative Label punches in Cherry Cobbler & half of one in Old Olive. I then cut them
in half & adhered them to the edges behind the Vanilla punched piece. Adhere it with
dimensionals & add a bow of Vanilla taffeta ribbon underneath.
The right card has rub-on ornaments on Very Vanilla card stock. It’s punched out with the 2
3/8” scallop circle punch & then adhered to the new 2 ½” circle punch in Olive.
Add a few rhinestones & a bow made with Cherry Cobbler seam binding.
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